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Wouldn't it be nice if you could sit down with a lawyer who normally charges $600 per hour without

any concern as to the amount of the legal fees you would incur? To get some expert,

straightforward advice for yourself, a family member, or friend who is contemplating marriage or

divorce? Now is your chance to blow the bank on legal fees without actually doing so. A top family

law attorney for twenty years provides hard-won reflections and commonsense advice (with

witticisms) on love, marriage, and living together. Don't even think about tying the knot, breaking up,

or starting all over again without reading this lively, invaluable book. --This text refers to the

Hardcover edition.
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My bride (we are still writing thank you notes for our wedding gifts) and I sat up until 2am the night

we were given this book, laughing and reading parts of it aloud to each other. We both loved the

part cautioning readers that whatever bugs you about your intended before the wedding will only get

worse as the years pass... so true. The author, a tough divorce attorney, takes a pretty hard line: if

you don't want to get divorced, then don't get ever get married. Well, we already did exactly what he

advises against, but there was still plenty of valuable reading here. It gave this newlywed lots to

think about... particularly enjoyed the interview with Gene Simmons, of all people, about

relationships. Funny cartoons. Very enjoyable book.

I am only 1/8 through this book and I WISH I had read this when I was 18. I am 52 and have been



married to two sociopaths. A lot of the book verbalizes things many of us KNOW but we IGNORE. I

recommend reading this to anyONE contemplating marriage. It's a wake up call. Makes you THINK.

Some of us need someone to SAY things clearly in black and white. That would be ME. Well here it

is... I plan on writing another review after completing reading this book. Stay tuned...

The author tends to engage in conjecture at times, but overall, his book is very insightful on the

divorce process and it definitely makes one realize all the practical implications of a marriage.

People often decide to marry when they are on such an emotional high that they do not realize how

tough it is to merge lives and property together.I would have liked to have seen more commentary

by relationship experts such as Dr. Phil instead of celebrities, but I suppose the author is trying to

show how even celebrities have the same marital issues as everyone else.

Hey, Great advice, Take it.1 extremely important thing, never trust a woman, esp in divorce

court.Hide everything you can, esp assets, money, sell everything before the divorce is filed,do

away with the money, hide it... IN CASH ONLY...You've been warned.
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